Single-molecule detection of protein efflux from microorganisms using fluorescent single-walled carbon nanotube sensor arrays
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A distinct advantage of nanosensor arrays is their ability to achieve ultralow detection limits in solution by proximity placement to an analyte. Here, we demonstrate label-free detection of individual proteins from *Escherichia coli* (bacteria) and *Pichia pastoris* (yeast) immobilized in a microfluidic chamber, measuring protein efflux from single organisms in real time. The array is fabricated using non-covalent conjugation of an aptamer-anchor polynucleotide sequence to near-infrared emissive single-walled carbon nanotubes, using a variable chemical spacer shown to optimize sensor response. Unlabelled RAP1 GTPase and HIV integrase proteins were selectively detected from various cell lines, via large near-infrared fluorescent turn-on responses. We show that the process of *E. coli* induction, protein synthesis and protein export is highly stochastic, yielding variability in protein secretion, with *E. coli* cells undergoing division under starved conditions producing 66% fewer secreted protein products than their non-dividing counterparts. We further demonstrate the detection of a unique secreted product resulting from T7 bacteriophage infection of *E. coli*, illustrating that nanosensor arrays can enable real-time, single-cell analysis of a broad range of protein products from various cell types.

In light of the need for label-free spatiotemporal optical detection of proteins in complex biological environments, we have developed a sensitive and selective label-free protein detection platform imaged with a custom-built near-infrared microscope9,10. We base this platform on the coupling of aptamer-anchor polymers to semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) near-infrared (nIR) emitters. This platform leverages the selectivity for specific protein targets via synthetic DNA aptamers adhered to SWNTs. DNA aptamers for proteins are selected from reported systematic evolution of targets via synthetic DNA aptamers adhered to SWNTs. DNA aptamers for proteins are selected from reported systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment polynucleotide segments with known affinities for protein targets. Protein binding to aptamer targets on SWNTs subsequently relays an optical signal in the nIR optical window. Photon scattering in biological samples is low in the nIR emission window, enabling, optical detection of single proteins in complex biological media such as crude cell lysates and bacterial cultures. Furthermore, SWNTs are the only fluorophores to date that have essentially infinite lifetimes and are not susceptible to on-off blinking, as quantum dots are. Therefore, the signal produced by SWNTs, combined with the selectivity provided by aptamers, provides much promise for the long-term optical monitoring of specific protein targets from within crude biological samples over long timescales.

Here, we (1) develop a platform to optically detect specific proteins, and (2) detect proteins of interest from unpurified crude cell lysates. We show the immediate utility of our platform by (3) detecting single secreted proteins from *Escherichia coli*, HEK 293 and *Pichia pastoris* cells engineered to synthesize and secrete our...
protein target upon induction and show that a single cell’s protein secretion ‘footprint’ depends on whether it is undergoing cell division. Finally, we (4) monitor the real-time lytic release of target protein from cells infected with a T7 bacteriophage engineered to transfect our target protein gene into its bacterial host, for various multiplicities of infection (MOI) ratios. We thereby confirm that the relationship between T7 infection-to-lysis time and viral load follows a power-law relationship.

Aptamer-anchor design for selective protein recognition

We can engineer an optical response to a protein target via aptamer-anchoring to SWNT surfaces. Aptamers are nucleotide polymers with a high sequence-specific affinity for a particular target molecule, often a protein. The polymer for this platform is based on an ‘anchor’ domain that adheres the polymer to the SWNT surface and a molecular recognition ‘capture’ domain that enables selective perturbation of the SWNT fluorescence by only the conjugate protein target. Here, the anchor segments are alternating AT nucleotide repeats that have been shown to adsorb strongly to the SWNT surface, and the molecular recognition is provided by a folded polynucleotide aptamer. In this manner, unlabelled proteins can be detected with SWNTs via DNA heteropolymers with (AT)11 DNA ‘anchor’ sequences and aptamer ‘binding domains’ (Fig. 1a).

We tested this platform by constructing an aptamer-anchor SWNT sensor for RAP1 protein, a vital cytosolic protein for T-cell receptor signalling. Following the addition of 3 μM purified RAP1 protein to solution-phase sensor, RAP1 docks to the aptameric binding domain of our sensor and we observe a 53% increase in the normalized SWNT intensity, (I − I0)/I0 (Fig. 1a). The proximity of the protein to the SWNT surface produces a change in the local dielectric environment of the SWNT, which produces a nIR optical signal in the form of a SWNT fluorescence increase. We next probed the generalizability of our platform to a library of proteins and their aptameric targets conjugated to SWNTs. We constructed a library of nine SWNT–aptamer sensors and screened them against their conjugate proteins as well as the other non-target proteins in the library. The protein concentrations added varied from 110 nM to 6.6 μM, depending on the biologically relevant concentration of each protein (see Supplementary Section Methods). Figure 1b shows the fluorescence response heat map for each pair, as a function of the SWNT normalized intensity (I − I0)/I0. Two aptamer–SWNT sensors, in particular, respond strongly and selectively to their protein targets: RAP1 and HIV1 integrase, which show 53 and 48% fluorescence turn-on responses in the presence of their protein targets, respectively. Off-diagonal non-specific cross-responses were not observed. We subsequently performed a series of experiments to understand the response mechanism of our sensors.

To better understand which aspects of our sensors yield strong and selective fluorescence signals to their conjugate proteins, we constructed three chemical variants of each anchor-aptamer polymer by incorporating either one, three or five consecutive 18-atom hexa-ethyleneglycol spacers between the (AT)11 anchor sequence and the aptamer sequence. The spacers are abasic and do not adsorb onto the SWNT surface, creating a physical separation between the SWNT surface anchor and aptamer sequence, where the physical length of a single spacer is ~1.3 nm.

Our results show that the incorporation of one or three abasic spacers between the anchor and RAP1 aptamer domains drastically improves our sensor response. Alternatively, removal of the (AT)11 anchor sequence abolishes the sensor response and produces unstable DNA–SWNT suspensions (Supplementary Fig. 1). The response of each of the one and three abasic spacer SWNT sensors increases nearly fourfold compared to a sensor without a spacer. These results suggest that one or three spacers distance the aptamer to disfavor aptamer adhesion to the SWNT surface, while keeping the aptamer within the dielectric environment of the SWNT surface that enables perturbation of the fluorescence emission. In contrast, when incorporating one, three or five abasic spacers between the anchor and aptamer sequence of the thrombin polymer, no response is observed, similar to the construct without a spacer (Fig. 1c). This could be a result of a strongly adherent thrombin aptameric sequence that will not desorb from the SWNT surface. It is also possible that the binding of thrombin to the aptamer near the surface of the SWNT does not sufficiently perturb the SWNT dielectric environment to produce a change in the SWNT fluorescence.

To probe the structure of the aptamer in the case of the responsive RAP1 sensor compared to the non-responsive thrombin sensor, we designed a series of single-molecule experiments. We tagged each of our (AT)11–RAP1 and (AT)13–thrombin sequences with a 3’ terminal Cy3 dye, which is known to quench as a function of proximity to the surface of the SWNTs. The predominant structural feature of the aptamer was then tested by surface-immobilizing our SWNT sensors on the surface of a microfluidic channel (see Supplementary Section ‘Methods’ and observing the number of fluorescent spots observed following excitation of the Cy3 dye. For Cy3-tagged RAP1 sensors, addition of the complementary sequence resulted in no significant net increase in Cy3 emitters (from 43.2 ± 3.8 pre-(AC)6 to 44.0 ± 2.6 post-(AC)6 (mean ± s.e.)). In contrast, for Cy3-tagged thrombin sensors, addition of the complementary sequence resulted in a significant net increase in Cy3 emitters (from 18.3 ± 1.3 pre-(AC)6 to 66.0 ± 4.6 post-(AC)6 (mean ± s.e.; Fig. 1d). These results, along with both positive and negative controls (see Supplementary Fig. 2) suggest that the RAP1 aptamer is primarily found in its correctly folded G-quadruplex structure, whereas the thrombin aptamer is primarily stacked onto the SWNT surface.

Unlabelled protein detection from crude cell lysates

We quantified the sensitivity of our RAP1 aptamer sensor by surface-immobilizing our sensors and flowing in varying concentrations of recombinant human RAP1 protein (Abcam, ab162732). On flowing in RAP1, an immediate increase in fluorescence intensity (I − I0)/I0 was observed for all sensors in our field of view, with (I − I0)/I0 ranging from 0.73 ± 0.06 to 1.82 ± 0.08 (mean ± s.e.) for 0.25 μg ml−1 and 25 μg ml−1 RAP1 protein, respectively (Fig. 2a). We observed this turn-on signal simultaneously from all sensors in our field of view, at all concentrations (Fig. 2b), except for sensors exposed to 0.25 μg ml−1 RAP1 protein (Fig. 2c). At 0.25 μg ml−1, the response observed was primarily that of individual aptamer–SWNT sensors turning on independently and often reversibly (Fig. 2d). Given the molecular mass of our RAP1 protein (~30 kDa), this corresponds to a protein concentration of 3.5 nM, well within a single-molecule concentration regime. We developed a model based on intensity response for the bulk-response regime and the first passage time response for the single-sensor regime, to explain the response profile of our sensor as a function of RAP1 concentration (see Supplementary Information for the Model for sensor response to RAP1 protein in vitro) and fit it to our experimental concentration curves.

Our aptamer–protein screen in Fig. 1b shows the promise of selectivity in the use of aptamer–SWNT sensors to detect proteins from complex molecular environments. We next tested the ability of our RAP1 aptamer sensor to function amid other biomolecules. We first performed a screen for the RAP1 aptamer–SWNT sensor response to two proteins that are known to bind to exposed surfaces of DNA–SWNT constructs: bovine serum albumin and neotradin. Neither protein produced a significant change in the fluorescence of the RAP1 aptamer–SWNT (Supplementary Fig. 3). Next, we tested the RAP1 aptamer–SWNT sensor for its ability to detect RAP1 from...
crude E. coli cell lysates. The RAP1 gene was transfected into E. coli BL21 cells and cells were isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)-induced to produce RAP1 protein (Fig. 3a). A control batch of cells lacking the RAP1 gene insertion was also prepared. Each sample was lysed in a sonicator, and the crude lysate was isolated by centrifugation (see Supplementary Section ‘Methods’). We next immobilized the RAP1 aptamer-SWNT sensor on the surface of a microfluidic chamber and monitored the nIR fluorescence response of our surface-immobilized sensors following the addition of a 1:100 dilution of RAP1-transfected E. coli cell lysate and the RAP1-free control cell lysate. Immediately following the addition of the crude RAP1 cell lysate supernatant, we observed an
We engineered *E. coli* to express and secrete RAP1 peptide upon induction with anhydrotetracycline (aTc), as described previously\(^{19,20}\). We tested the response of our protein sensor platform by introducing a titration of RAP1-secreting *E. coli* concentrations into our microfluidic chambers. For *E. coli* concentrations of \(1 \times 10^8\) c.f.u. ml\(^{-1}\) (c.f.u., colony-forming units) to \(1.6 \times 10^9\) c.f.u. ml\(^{-1}\), a bulk sensor response is observed across the entire sensor surface field of view, as expected from the dense packing of *E. coli* cells observed in the corresponding bright-field view of our microfluidic chamber (Fig. 3c). For *E. coli* concentrations of \(~1.5 \times 10^7\) c.f.u. ml\(^{-1}\), the bright-field view of our chamber shows sparse dispersions of *E. coli* cells, approximately one cell found per \(~60 \times 80\) µm\(^2\) field of view. At this low cell concentration, we limited the mobility of individual *E. coli* cells within the microfluidic chamber to allow for an hour-long observation of the same cell and induced this cell with aTc (see Supplementary Section ‘Methods’). After a time lag attributed to protein transcription and translation, we observed individual RAP1 aptamer–SWNT sensor responses following RAP1 protein efflux from individual *E. coli* cells. From our sensor response calibration curve and the corresponding model (Fig. 2), we can attribute the single-sensor responses to the binding of a RAP1 protein to an aptameric docking site near the SWNT. Figure 3c shows a representative bulk turn-on response of our surface-immobilized sensors when *E. coli* concentrations of \(1 \times 10^7\) c.f.u. ml\(^{-1}\) to \(1.6 \times 10^9\) c.f.u. ml\(^{-1}\) are introduced into the microfluidic chamber. Conversely, Fig. 3d shows representative single-sensor turn-on responses as the result of protein secretion from a single immobilized *E. coli* cell. The *E. coli* cell in Fig. 3d behaves as a protein generation source within our microfluidic chamber. We note that the ability of the array to monitor singular protein efflux from the *E. coli* source within the 200 µl chamber

---

**Figure 2 | Calibration of nanosensor response to recombinant protein.** a, Concentration-response curve for RAP1 protein, showing two regimes of response. Above 0.15 µg ml\(^{-1}\) RAP1, a bulk sensor response is observed for the integrated sensor response for all sensors in the field of view (red), whereas below 0.15 µg ml\(^{-1}\) RAP1, individual sensor responses are observed (blue). b, Example nIR intensity response following the addition of RAP1 and corresponding integrated intensity curves for RAP1 concentrations for 0 to 25 µg ml\(^{-1}\). c, First passage time until first sensor turn-on response at various RAP1 concentrations within the single-sensor response regime. First passage times show a decaying exponential, as expected from protein diffusion-limited kinetics, with semilog (y) plot inset. d, Example single-sensor nIR intensity response following the addition of RAP1 protein (red box). Sample traces are shown to demonstrate variance in first passage times for two sample RAP1 concentrations, 0.25 µg ml\(^{-1}\) (blue) and 0.06 µg ml\(^{-1}\) (green). All error bars are standard error. Sensor sensitivity can measure individual binding events in the single-sensor regime.
effectively demonstrates a 8.3 zeptomolar (1.66 × 10^{-24} moles per 200 µl) protein detection, although in reality, the concentration no longer limits detection in this stochastic limit, but rather the analyte arrival time as in Fig. 2c.

Protein detection from single E. coli, HEK 293 and P. pastoris cells

We studied N = 22 individual E. coli cells from induction through the course of an hour. We did so as described above and as depicted in Fig. 4a, by casting a low concentration of E. coli in 0.2% agarose minimal media above a dense array of our RAP1 protein nano-sensors. We subsequently model our system, as depicted in Fig. 4a, for each of four discrete stages of RAP1 model protein detection from our E. coli cells. Our model begins with the introduction of inducer αTc into our single-cell-containing matrix at t = 0, through observation of secreted proteins at our sensor array: I—introduction of αTc into the cell matrix and diffusion into the cell; II—expression (transcription of gene and translation of product); III—secretion of protein; and IV—diffusion of protein to the sensor array. With the exception of protein secretion (step III), a process that has not yet been studied in the literature at the single-cell and single-protein level, each of these mechanisms can be modelled with diffusion kinetics (steps I and IV), or derived kinetically from the literature (step II). Step I, diffusion of αTc to the E. coli cell, is described by the Brownian diffusion of the αTc inducer through the agarose matrix to the cell and is calculated to be near instantaneous at 0.4 s, as described by the sharp peak in Fig. 4c. Step II, the transcription, translation and intracellular diffusion of RAP1, has been detailed in the literature. We combine the literature values of the transcription and translation rates for E. coli to model the timing of RAP1 production, also considering the depletion of mRNA and protein that is likely to occur in a carbon-source-depleted environment such as the minimal media in which our experiments are conducted (Fig. 4c, dotted lines). Step III, the secretion of RAP1, is our experimentally determined parameter. As we show in the Fig. 4c secretion time histograms, the time lag between the predicted
RAP1 protein synthesis and observed secretion represents the time required for protein secretion from our *E. coli* cell. Finally, step IV represents the diffusion of RAP1 from its secretion point along the cell membrane to the nanosensor array. RAP1 diffusion from point source (the *E. coli* cell) to sensor (the nanosensor array) contributes minimal time to the secretion process (~12 s) and is expected to produce a spatial distribution along the nanosensor array, as modelled by the Brownian diffusion of RAP1 protein from the cell to the surface (Fig. 4b). The kinetics described here and the spatial distribution model are described in Supplementary equations (1) to (5).

Our ability to observe protein secretion from an individual *E. coli* cell enables us to quantify the protein secreted by individual *E. coli* cells by counting the net number of responsive sensors under each cell: the *E. coli* ‘protein footprint’. We studied the protein footprint of *N* = 22 cells, where each footprint was formed by the intensity response of each sensor for 1 h from induction with aTc in starved conditions with minimal media. None of the cells studied underwent cellular division, and most did not elongate significantly during the experiment. However, 6 of the 22 cells showed noticeable formation of an invaginated septal wall throughout the course of the experiment (Fig. 4d). Cells showing no signs of cell division were found to have larger protein secretion footprints in the nanosensors array than cells undergoing cell division, as observed by the protein footprint under each cell type (Fig. 4e).

Non-dividing cells produced an average of 486.2 ± 113.0 protein-responding sensors, respectively) and a non-dividing cell (e, bright-field inset), Dividing cells show a noticeably smaller protein secretion footprint than non-dividing cells (154.0 ± 69.2 versus 486.2 ± 113.0 protein-responding sensors, respectively). f-h, Our device can also be functionalized with sensors that specifically detect HIV-1 integrase proteins. We use a microfluidic device for HIV integrase detection to monitor HIV integrase protein secreted from HEK cells (f), bulk yeast cells (g) and a single yeast cell (h), with bright-field insets for each. Sensor device can measure protein secretion from a variety of different cell types and measure differences in protein secretion patterns and kinetics.

**Figure 4** Imaging the secretion of single proteins from individual microorganisms. a, Schematic of single immobilized *E. coli* above a RAP1-specific nanosensor array surface. The zoom-in of the cell shows four stages of protein production: (I) induction with aTc, (II) transcription and translation, (III) diffusion to the secretion site and secretion, and (IV) diffusion from the secretion site to the nanosensor array. b, Model of expected RAP1 protein secretion ‘footprint’ from an *E. coli* cell above the nanosensor array surface, with a red-blue heat map corresponding to predicted areas of high-low relative protein detection from the *E. coli* source above. c, Typical protein footprint 1 h post-induction with aTc of RAP1 secretion for a histogram (counts) of first-response times for each cell for *N* = 22 individual protein secretion events for dividing (green) or non-dividing (magenta) cells, showing quicker first-protein-secretion events for non-dividing cells. Kinetic model for the protein secretion pathway for RAP1 secretion: aTc diffusion to the cell (red spike), protein transcription (mRNA concentration, dashed black) and protein translation (protein concentration, dashed blue). Our assay has the unique capability to discern the kinetic variation. The black dotted line models the expected protein content in the cell supernatant if measured experimentally using an SDS-PAGE gel to monitor for protein band intensity. d,e, Typical nIR protein footprint 1 h post-induction with aTc of RAP1 secretion for a dividing *E. coli* cell (d, bright-field inset) and a non-dividing cell (e, bright-field inset). Dividing cells show a noticeably smaller protein secretion footprint than non-dividing cells (154.0 ± 69.2 versus 486.2 ± 113.0 protein-responding sensors, respectively). f-h, Our device can also be functionalized with sensors that specifically detect HIV-1 integrase proteins. We use a microfluidic device for HIV integrase detection to monitor HIV integrase protein secreted from HEK cells (f), bulk yeast cells (g) and a single yeast cell (h), with bright-field insets for each. Sensor device can measure protein secretion from a variety of different cell types and measure differences in protein secretion patterns and kinetics.
We next monitored the secretion of a second unlabelled protein product, HIV1 integrase, from both HEK 293 and *P. pastoris* cells. HEK cells were seeded into our microfluidic device in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. HEK cells were monitored for 75 min and the protein footprint underneath a collection of HEK cells was quantified. HEK cells constitutively secreted HIV1 integrase, which we monitored for the duration of the image acquisition. In addition, we monitored HIV1 integrase secretion from *P. pastoris* cells by transferring cells into induction medium BMMY to initiate HIV1 integrase protein production. *P. pastoris* cells were monitored for 75 min both at bulk-cell and single-cell levels, and the secreted HIV1 protein footprint was quantified throughout the course of the image acquisition. For bulk-cell levels (Fig. 4f), HIV1 integrase constitutively secreted from HEK cells 24 h post-trypsinization was monitored. Trypsinized HEK cells were seeded into the device for a duration of 75 min of constitutive secretion. In these trials, HIV1-secreting HEK cells produced...
an average intensity turn-on response of 76.0 ± 27% from the HIV1 integrase-specific protein sensor array. Also for bulk-cell levels (Fig. 4g), HIV1 integrase secreted from P. pastoris cells was monitored from the time that P. pastoris cells were seeded into the device with induction medium BMMY to initiate HIV1 integrase protein production, for a duration of 75 min post-induction. In these trials, HIV1-secretting P. pastoris cells produced an average intensity turn-on response of 170.3 ± 32%, from the HIV1 integrase-specific protein sensor array. Single-cell levels of protein secretion were not detected from a single HEK cell seeded into a microfluidic HIV1 integrase sensor device within a 75 min time window. However, single-HIV1 integrase proteins were successfully detected for single P. pastoris cells within a 75 min time window (Fig. 4h). Further time-lapse analysis shows that HEK cells showed greatest protein eflux 24 h post-trypsinization, whereas P. pastoris cells began to secrete protein on average 30 min post-induction.

**Real-time detection of virally induced cell lysis**

We engineered a T7 bacteriophage to express RAP1 (T7RAP1). Due to the lytic cycle of the T7, we expect a sudden release of RAP1 for infected E. coli cells undergoing lysis. We used our sensor platform to study the release of RAP1 from the resulting lysis of E. coli infected with T7RAP1, for varying concentrations of engineered phage. The ratio between the virus particles and bacteria is defined as the MOI, which dictates the infection rate for phage infections:

\[
\text{MOI} = \frac{N_{\text{virus}}}{N_{\text{bacteria}}} \quad (1)
\]

We can statistically calculate the number of E. coli cells that will be infected by a phage for a given MOI with a Poisson distribution, where \( P(n) \) is the probability that a single E. coli will be infected by \( n \) phages for a given MOI, abbreviated \( M \):

\[
P(n) = \frac{M^n e^{-M}}{n!} \quad (2)
\]

A MOI of 1 defines a closely synchronized infection, and, theoretically, all the host cells are infected at the same time and multiply, where each infection produces about 200 new viruses. Therefore, we chose to perform a series of experiments where the MOI is varied from 10 to \( 1 \times 10^{-5} \) and studied the real-time release of RAP1 resulting from E. coli lysis.

The fluorescence of surface-immobilized sensors was monitored for up to 1 h, where experiments with lower viral loads showed a longer lysis time. Figure 5a shows a schematic of the T7 bacteriophage infection pathway, culminating with cell lysis and RAP1 release. Figure 5b shows the bright-field images and nIR response of our RAP1 sensors before and after E. coli infection by T7RAP1. Post-infection, we observe mostly lysed cells and a strong nIR fluorescence increase across the field of view, suggesting RAP1 release. Similarly, Fig. 5c shows the bright-field images and the nIR response of our RAP1 sensors before and after E. coli infection by phage lacking the RAP1 gene, T7WT. Post-infection, we observe mostly lysed cells in our bright-field channel, but lack a nIR sensor response. These results show the advantage of a protein sensor platform in its ability to detect the specific protein product of a phage infection, instead of only reporting cell lysis.

We performed an analysis of each E. coli/T7RAP1 ratio and the normalized sensor surface intensity response to each condition as a function of time (Fig. 5d). We notice that the sensor response as a function of post-infection time is sigmoidal, with a clear intensity inflection shortly after addition of T7RAP1 for high phage concentrations (5 \( \times 10^9 \) p.f.u. ml\(^{-1} \)) (p.f.u., plaque-forming units). Similarly, the sensor response is also sigmoidal after the addition of less T7RAP1 (5 \( \times 10^7 \) p.f.u. ml\(^{-1} \)). However, the infection is slower and therefore less marked at lower phage concentrations. Therefore, to describe both the T7RAP1 infection peak and breadth, sensor intensity response curves were analysed by fitting the curve to a sigmoid, where the point of inflection was determined by taking the first time derivative of the sigmoidal fit.

\[
\frac{dI_{\text{norm}}}{dt} = \left( \frac{1}{1 + e^{-t}} \right) e^{-t} (-1) = \left( \frac{1}{1 + e^{-t}} \right) \left( \frac{1}{1 + e^{-t}} \right) (-e^{-t}) = I(t)(1 - I(t)) \quad (3)
\]

The resulting derivative function can be fit with a Gaussian, where the peak represents the greatest rate of RAP1 protein release from cells lysed due to viral infection. The peak of each Gaussian represents the time point of most E. coli lysis and RAP1 release in our microfluidic chamber. A representative response trace with sigmoidal fit and derivative Gaussian is presented in Fig. 5d. As expected, we show that the first derivatives of the sensor intensity response curves are sharply peaked Gaussians at short timescales for our highest bacteriophage dilution, 5 \( \times 10^7 \) p.f.u. ml\(^{-1} \) (Fig. 5e). As the viral load decreases in order-of-magnitude increments, the first-derivative peaks broaden and peak at longer times, suggesting that the E. coli infection process becomes increasingly stochastic and lengthy. We find a primarily linear relationship between peak response time and log-scale phage concentration, suggesting an exponential relationship between viral load and E. coli cells for cell lysis.

**Conclusions**

The design of SWNT-based nanosensors for protein detection from crude and live cell samples requires a robust approach that will produce stable sensors under a variety of conditions optimized for cell viability. To expedite protein detection and push protein detection limits, efforts have turned primarily to electrochemical32,34, immunosorbent (ELISA)25, mass spectrometric26, plasmomic27–30, fluorescence labelling31 and Raman32,33 protein and analyte detection techniques. A common limitation faced by these techniques is an inability to simultaneously optimize spatial resolution, temporal resolution or low (single)-protein detection limits, due to non-optical signal transduction. Our results provide an orthogonal approach to discover optical sensors for proteins.

The platform we present here provides label-free protein detection in a wavelength range that enables selective protein recognition in crude samples, from living cells and from bacteriophage-infected cells. Our experimental design accomplishes two key design features for fluorescence-based protein recognition: (1) providing a molecular recognition element for reversible detection of a protein target and (2) maintaining a stable linkage between the SWNT and the molecular recognition element to ensure reproducibility and reversibility of protein detection based on our previous work of polynucleotide corona phase stability34–36. The selectivity of our protein + aptamer–SWNT screen for RAP1 and HIV1 integrase suggests that, in these two cases, the aptamer serves the purpose of selective protein docking and subsequent perturbation of the SWNT fluorescent corona. We confirm, through the introduction of abasic spacers between the anchor and aptamer sequence, and single-molecule studies, that aptamer denaturation on the SWNT surface is the primary contributor to non-responsive aptamer–SWNT constructs.

We confirm the immediate utility of our platform by addressing the challenge of protein detection from living E. coli cells engineered to secrete our target protein. We further extend our platform to detect HIV1 integrase from HEK 293 and P. pastoris. E. coli is a heavily studied organism for understanding transcription and translation, and for genetic engineering. HEK 293 (human embryonic kidney 293) and P. pastoris are widely used eukaryotic protein expression
hosts in both academic laboratories and the pharmaceutical industry. Although intensive efforts have been devoted to improve protein expression through vector design, host cell engineering and upstream process development, there is limited knowledge and experience regarding single-cell analysis of protein secretion. Our approach offers a new way to study eukaryotic protein secretion at the single-cell level and provides insights of protein secretion processes in industrial protein expression systems. Here, we show successful engineering of the RAP1 gene into *E. coli* and the HIV1 integrase gene into HEK 293 and *P. pastoris*. Subsequently, we monitor the productivity of RAP1 and HIV1 integrase protein export by individual engineered *E. coli* and *P. pastoris* cells in real time. For *E. coli*, we show that the process of induction, protein synthesis and protein export is a highly stochastic process yielding variability in protein secretion on a single-cell level, with cells undergoing cell division under starved conditions producing fewer secreted protein products than their non-dividing counterparts. The production of protein products in *E. coli* has been an active area of investigation in recent years, considering both intrinsic and extrinsic sources of protein production fluctuation. Previous studies have indirectly hypothesized that the production of recombinant protein in *E. coli* may be ‘diluted’ during and immediately following cell division, based on mRNA counts. Others have suggested that cell division could affect transcription rates and gene-regulatory polymericases and ribosomes. Our platform enables direct visualization of net protein production from a single *E. coli* over the course of an hour, confirming both the stochasticity of the process and the effect of cell cycle on the production and export of a recombinant protein product. We further show that our platform can be extended to the detection of protein from *E. coli* infected with T7 bacteriophages carrying the RAP1 gene. Our platform shows the promise of extension for the real-time and single-cell optical detection of a broad range of metabolic products.
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